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Accurate Heading
Typical subsurface open 
ocean speeds 0.1-0.2m/s

At 10kts:
1 degree heading error:
● cross-track direction
● 0.1m/s

REDUCE cross-track
biases by using an
accurate heading
device, good to 0.1deg
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Evaluating Heading Accuracy

● direct comparison (heading1 - heading2)
● use QC flags within the messages: effective?
● ADCP bottom track calibration: 

Use statistics of the estimates:
● small standard deviation of bottom track calibration 

means the angles did not vary much (more accurate)
● larger standard deviation means the heading has 

errors and bottom track calibration is not solid
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Trimble BX982 - Seapath
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ADU2 and
Spatial Dual
comparison:

- similar cost ($15K)
- ADU2 (4 GPS)
- Spatial Dual
   - 2 GPS
   - tilt sensors
   - accelerometers

QC indicators:
- ADU has “good/bad”
- Spatial Dual has
     “standard dev” est

Always use QC 
Often need 
- comparison
- additional algorithms
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gyro-ADU5 heading difference

gyro-ADU5 
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Heading comparison – accurate or very accurate
0.0   0.2
    0.1            

seapath:  $135,000
posmv:    $100,000
phins:      $  55,000
ashtech   $  15,000

(prices are estimates)

If the Ashtech works
it is the sweet spot for ADCP
(modern model ABX-TWO)

There are other 15K 
devices but they are not
as accurate as Ashtech
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